
FSO Guide - Submitting PCS Vouchers with COVID-19 Stop Movement Hold Periods 

The purpose of this article is to let you know how Travel Pay at Ellsworth will process your travel voucher, and what you need 

to include in the document set to receive payment.  Please direct any questions to 375 CPTS at: 375.AMW.Finance@us.af.mil

There will be periods of hold at the old or new PDS, perhaps at both locations.  There will also be instances where the 
member was put on TDY hold enroute.  Lastly, there could be instances where a member is held up at a port or other enroute 
location.  If held at the TDY location or put in a TDY hold status while enroute, TDY entitlements will be paid.  For other     
scenarios:  

 If the delay is CONUS, the “Plus” portion of MALT Plus will be paid,  the member will receive the flat rate $151.00 per

authorized day, dependents will receive either 75% or 50% based on age, and lodging receipt will not be required.

 If delay is OCONUS per diem will be locality M&IE and actual lodging (up to locality max) for each authorized day, just
like at a port, and dependents will receive 75% or 50% of the member’s entitlement.

Two important pieces of information are required in the document set for Travel Pay at Ellsworth to process payments:

1) Block 15, Itinerary on the DD1351-2 needs to reflect the location and duration of the hold and must be very clear.

For example:
DATE: PLACE:  Means of Travel  Reson for Stop
20 Mar 20  Depart Hill AFB, UT PA (private auto)
20 Mar 20 Arrive Hill AFB, UT (PCS Hold) AD (authorized delay)
25 Apr 20  Depart Hill AFB, UT PA (private auto)
03 May 20    Arrive Lackland AFB, TX MC (mission complete)

 NOTE:  As reflected in the case above, the delay period would be 20 Mar 20 – 24 Apr 20.
NOTE:  As long as the itinerary is clear as to the location and dates of the hold/quarantine period, the Air 

Force Financial Service Center at Ellsworth AFB will be able to make the travel payment (examples provided  below).

2) Just as important is the approval for the period of the delay in travel.  The approval must come from the orders

approving official (AO) or the gaining unit commander.  

  NOTE:  AFAFO/A1 drafted a template memo to use in lieu of amendments, and the gaining MPF is the AO

certification authority (example 4 below).  If the gaining unit commander chooses to write a memo other than the 
template provided, it must contain all elements as shown in the AFAFO/A1 template in the example below.  Work with 
375 FSS to receive PCS Memo in Lieu of Amendments:

Outbound Personnel:   375FSS.Outbound.Assingments@us.af.mil 
Inbound Personnel:      375FSS.FORCEMANAGEMENT@us.af.mil

Example 1: Hold at losing PDS 

https://cs2.eis.af.mil/sites/11098/affsc/default.aspx?RootFolder=%2Fsites%2F11098%2FAFFSC%2FAFKN%5FDocs%2FAFFSC%20Contact%20Information&FolderCTID=0x01200076B8EFD81092494CB990536AE5090F82&View=%7BC42B5AE8%2D1320%2D40EE%2DB867%2D76B773536B9A%7D
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 Example 2: Hold at new PDS 

  Example 3: Hold at new PDS OCONUS (Based on an actual itinerary received) 
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  Example 4:  PCS Order Memo in Lieu of Amendments Template 

How does MPF account for awaiting transportation/quarantine time for those    

members who departed their PDS prior to the above published guidance memo? 

For those members who were impacted by the Stop Movement, traveled on an ETP, and 

departed their previous duty station prior to the release of the AFPC memo in lieu of 

amendments, the gaining MPF will collect the required information and sign the memo as 

the approving official.  
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